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SEIFERT MATRICES AND 6-KNOTS

J. A. HILLMAN AND C. KEARTON

ABSTRACT. A new classification of simple Z-torsion-free 2g-knots, q > 3, is

given in terms of Seifert matrices modulo an equivalence relation. As a result

the classification of such 2g-knots, q > 4, in terms of F-forms is extended to

the case q = 3.

0. Introduction. An n-knot k is an oriented locally flat PL sphere-pair

(Sn+2,Sn); equally, one could consider oriented smooth pairs where the embed-

ded sphere is allowed to carry an exotic differentiable structure. Let TV denote the

closed complement of a regular neighbourhood of Sn, often called the exterior of fc.

Then fc is simple if TV has the homotopy [(n — l)/2]-type of a circle; this is the most

that can be asked without making fc unknotted. With the exception of n = 4 and

6, the simple n-knots (n > 3) have been classified in various ways during the past

twenty years. The first such result is due to J. Levine [L2], who classified the simple

(2q-l)-knots (q > 2) in terms of the Seifert matrix and 5-equivalence. These knots

were then classified in terms of the Blanchfield duality pairing in [Tl, T2, and KI].

Results for certain classes of simple 2g-knots (q > 4) may be found in [K2, Kol,

Ko2, and K3]; the general case is given by M. Sh. Farber in [F2]. One should also

mention here the pioneering work of M. A. Kervaire [Ke], who characterised the

homology modules which can occur, in terms of presentation matrices.

Let TV —► TV be the infinite cyclic (= universal) cover of TV, where fc is a simple

2<?-knot, q > 3. Then fc is Z-torsion-free if Hq(K) has no Z-torsion. In this paper we

classify such knots in terms of Seifert matrices and an equivalence relation which

we call P-equivalence. These matrices yield a presentation of the P-form of fc,

which is used in [K3] to classify these knots for q > 4. It is essentially the same

as the A-quintet which Farber uses in [F2], although his result is not restricted

to the Z-torsion-free case. By the geometric results for q > 4, there is a one-one

correspondence between P-equivalence classes of Seifert matrices and P-forms, and

so the results of [K3] also hold for q = 3.

1. The Seifert linking form. Let fc be a simple Z-torsion-free 2^-knot, q > 3;

then by Theorem 2 and Lemma 5 of [L2] there exists a Seifert surface V of fc which

is (q — l)-connected and for which 77g(V) = Trq(V) has no Z-torsion.

Let u E Hq(V), v E Hq+1(V), and let i+:H»(V) -► H,(S2"+2 - V) denote the

map induced by "pushing off" in the positive normal direction. Then u and j"+ (v)

are represented by disjoint cycles in S2q+2, hence have a linking number taking
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values in Z. Thus we obtain a linking pairing L:Hq+y(V) x Hq(V) —► Z given by

L(v,u) = link(i+(v),u).

Similarly, let i+:n*(V) —► 7rt(S2q+2 - V) denote the map obtained by "pushing

off" in the positive normal direction. (The notation will cause no difficulty.) Any

two elements p,v E 7rq+1(V) can be represented by embedded spheres, and any

Sq+1 is unknotted in S2q+2 because the codimension is at least 3. Thus p and

i+(u) are represented by disjoint embeddings in S2q+2, and i+(v) is an element

of Trq+1(S2q+2 - Imp) S 7rq+i(Sq) = Z/2Z. Thus we have a homotopy linking

Sf:wq+y(V) x 7ra+i(V) —> Z/2Z given by (v,p) = homotopy link (i+(i/),p).

By a result of Whitehead [W, p. 555], there is a short exact sequence

&:Hq(V)/2Hq(V) ^ irq+1(V) ^ Hq+1(V)

since 77,(V) = irq(V) by the Hurewicz theorem. Let r:Hq(V) -► Hq(V)/2Hq(V)

denote the quotient map. Then it is easy to see that

£?(v,o-t(u)) = L(n(iy),u)    (mod 2).

All this data is a Seifert linking form: (Hq(V),Hq+y(V),L,Jf>f,£?,r). Two such
are isomorphic if there are isomorphisms of the groups which commute with all the

appropriate maps and preserve L and Sf'.

PROPOSITION 1.1. The Seifert linking form determines V up to ambient iso-

topy.

PROOF. Suppose that fc, fc' are two such knots with (q— l)-connected Seifert sur-

faces V, V giving rise to isomorphic Seifert linking forms. Let <p: 77,(V) —► 77*(V)

be the isomorphism on homology, so that L(v,u) = L'(tp(v),tp(u)). Choose a

basis ui,...,un for Hq(V) and set uf = <p(ui) for 1 < i < n to obtain a basis

for Hq(V). Now let B2q+1 be a closed (2q + l)-ball in the interior of V; then

Hq(V) = Hq(V, B2q+1) by the long exact sequence of homology, and so we ob-

tain a basis Uy,...,un for 77,(V",B2q+1). By handlebody theory, there is a handle

decomposition of V based on B2q+1 involving only handles of index q and q+1,

say hq,... ,hql,hql+1,... ,hql+1, such that the core C% of h\ represents Hi. Now

dCy,..., dCn are a set of disjoint (q— l)-spheres embedded in dB2q+1 = S2q; since

q > 3, they are unlinked and isotopic to a standard set of such spheres. That is,

they are isotopic to the boundaries of a set of n disjoint g-balls embedded in S2q.

Thus we can ambient isotop V so that it coincides with V on the closed ball B2q+1

in its interior, and then (in the obvious notation for a corresponding handle decom-

position of V) we can isotop dC\ to coincide with dd in dB2q+1 for 1 < i < n.

Now we would like to isotop the core C,' to coincide with Cj; standard isotopy the-

orems enable us to do this, for we can thicken up B2q+1 to B2q+1 x B1 C S2q+2,

and consider the Ct as embedded in A = cl[S2«+1 - (B2q+1 x B1)]. Then Cy can

be homotoped to Cy keeping the boundary fixed by Theorem 10.1 of [H]. If Ai is

A with an open neighourhood of Cy excised, then Ay is o-connected, and so C2

can be homotoped to C2 in Ay keeping the boundary fixed, and hence isotoped

to C2 in Ay keeping the boundary fixed. Continuing in this way, we can isotop

Cy U • • • U C'n onto Cy U • ■ • U Cn keeping the boundary fixed. By the argument of

Levine [L2, §16], the obstruction to isotoping the ith g-handle of V onto hq lies in

nq(Sq+1) = 0, and so we can do this for each i.
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Now we denote the (q + l)-handles of V (respectively V") by hy,...,hn (re-

spectively h[,... ,h'n). Our object is to isotop h\ onto hi, but first we must

select our handles carefully. The basis uy,...,un of 77, (V) yields a dual basis

vy,...,vn of Hq+1(V) under the intersection pairing Hq+1(V) x Hq(V) —> Z.

Set v[ = tp(vi), 1 < i < n. Let M = B2q+1 U h\ U ••• U hqn, and similarly

for M'; note that M coincides with AP. Since (V,M) is ^-connected, we have

Hq+y(V) = Hq+1(V,M) = 7T9+1 (V,M). We can choose hy,...,hn so that the core

Ci of hi realises the element Vi E irq+y(y, M) corresponding to Vi under this isomor-

phism. And we make the corresponding choice for hf,..., h'n, so that cf represents

the element v[ E irq+y{y' ,M').

Because the ^-handles are unknotted, we see that M = #d(Sq x Bq+1)i, the

boundary connected sum taken over i = 1 to n, and so dM = #(Sq x Sq)i. Clearly

Ui, regarded as an element of Hq(V) or Hq(M) or Hq(dM), is represented by

(Sq x point)*. The homology class of di = (point x Sq)i being denoted by Wi E

77,(dM), and 77,(dM) being identified with irg(dM) by the Hurewicz isomorphism,

it follows at once that dii E irq(dM) lies in the subgroup (wy,..., wn), for otherwise

the attaching sphere of hi would represent a nonzero element of 7T,(M) = 77, (M),

and so 77, (V) would not be a free abelian group of rank n. In fact, since vy,... ,vn

is dual to uy,... ,un, it follows that dii = Wi-

Thus the attaching sphere dci of hy is homotopic to di in dM. But dy = Sq is

(q — l)-connected, dM is (q — l)-connected, and q > 3, so we can apply Theorem

10.1 of [H] to show that dci is ambient isotopic to dy in dM. The attaching sphere

dc2 of h2 is homotopic to d2 in dM; we need to show that dc2 is homotopic to

d2 in dM - dy. Clearly rrq(dM - dy) = irq(dM)/(uy) = (u2,. ..,un,wy,.. .,wn),

regarding ui as an element of irq(dM). Hence dc2 is indeed homotopic to d2 in

dM — dy. And hence #2 is isotopic to d2 in dM — dy, using Hudson's result again.

Continuing in this way we can isotop dci U ■ • ■ U dcn onto di U • • • U dn. The same

applies to dc\ U • ■ ■ U dc'n.

Next we wish to isotop hi onto h\, keeping the attaching sphere fixed. Begin

with hy: the difference between the homotopy class of cireld in TVi =

cl[S2q+2 - M x S1] and that of c[ can be interpreted in terms of L - V. Since

the linking forms are isomorphic, the difference is zero, and so ci is homotopic

reld to c'y, and by Hudson's result the homotopy can be realised by an ambient

isotopy. Let TV2 be the closed complement of a regular neighbourhood of M U hy

(reld); then the difference in the homotopy classes of C2 and c2 (reld) in N2 can

be interpreted in terms of L — L' and Sf — SC'. Hence C2 is homotopic, and so

isotopic, to c2reld in N2. Continuing in this way we obtain an ambient isotopy

taking each C; onto cf. Finally we can isotop hi onto h\ as in §16 of [L2], the

obstruction being Sf(Si,6i) - Sf'(6'i,8'i) = 0 E TTq+l(Sq), where t\ e irq+y(V) is

represented by a U (point x Bq+1)z = Sq+1.    Q.E.D.

2. Nice bases. Let V be a (q — l)-connected Seifert surface of the Z-torsion-free

simple 2<7-knot fc, with Hq(V) torsion-free. Consider u = {uy,... ,un} C Hq(V),

v = {vy,...,vn} C Hq+l(V), v = {vy,..., u„} C Trq+y(V). We say that u and v

are nice bases, and that v lies over v if the following properties hold.

(i) u and v are dual bases of 77,(V) and Hq+1(V);

(ii) the Ui are represented by disjoint embedded spheres Sf;

(iii) the 14 are represented by disjoint embedded spheres S?+1;
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(iv) Sq meets 5'+1 in exactly Sij points;

(v) Vi is mapped onto Vi by the Hurewicz homomorphism.

PROPOSITION 2.1. Let u be a basis of Hq(V). Ifq>3, then there exist v and
v such that u and v are nice bases, and v lies over v.

This result is implicit in the proof of Proposition 1.1.

Let c be the nontrivial element of ■Kqjry(Sq), where q > 3. By the Hurewicz

theorem, Hq{V) = irq(V), so thinking of Ui as an element of irq(V), we obtain an

element uto c E 7rq+1(V).

PROPOSITION 2.2. Let q > 3, and suppose that u and v are nice bases with v

lying over v. Then v can be modified in either of the following two ways to obtain

v', also lying over v.

(i) Replace Vi by v\ = Vi + Ui o c.

(ii) For i ^ j, replace Vi by v[ = Ui + Uj o c and Vj by i/ = u}■ + u, o c.

PROOF, (i) The homotopy class v[ can be represented by an embedding in the

complement of the other Sq+1 US], using Theorem 8.1 of [H]. ThenS?n(new Sq+1)

can be reduced to one point by the Whitney trick.

(ii) Let A = 5? n Sq+\ B = Sq D Sq+1, and choose a path from A to P which

misses the spheres apart from its endpoints. Take a regular neighbourhood TV of this

path, meeting the spheres regularly. Regard TV as B2qxl, so that dNn(SqL)Sf+1)

is a pair of once linked spheres in B2q x 0, and dN (1 (Sq U Sq+1) is another such

pair in B2q x 1.

Let /: 5fuS| -» dND(Sq\JSq+1) take 5| homeomorphically onto dNf)Sf+1, and
be such that its restriction to Sf is a map Sy —* dN — Sq+1 =s S9-1 representing

a generator of 7r,(5,_1). Note that if q = 3 then irq(Sq~1) = Z, and if q > 3

then it is Z/2Z. Since q > 3, we can homotop f\Sf-Sq -> dN - Sq+1 to an

embedding, using Theorem 8.1 of [H]. Extend / to an embedding /: Sf x I —►

B2q x I so that /|s«xi maps Sf x 1 homeomorphically onto dN n S'+1. Note

that B2q x T - f(Sf x I) S (P2« - 5«) x T since c > 3, and so / extends to an

embedding /: (Sy U S2) x I —> P2' x T such that /|s«xi represents a generator of

^(S'-^^tt^P^x l-/(S?xl)).

Now TV n 5? is a g-ball, and hence so is Bf = cl[Sq% - TV n Sq]. Let P2?+1

be a regular neighbourhood of Bf in cl[V — TV], meeting the boundary regularly.

We can assume that f(Sf x 0) c B*q+1 n TV, since B2«x0- 5/+1 deformation

retracts onto P2(?+1 n TV. Now we can extend f\s"xi to f'-Sf+ —► V by coning

on S' x 0 to get a map Bq+l —> B^q+1, and by coning on S' x 1 to get a map

Bq+1 -» Sq+1 nd[V - TV]. Clearly /: Sf+1 ^ V is an embedding which represents

v'.. Similarly we can extend f\sqxi to obtain an embedding representing v[, and

/: Sf+1 U 5|+1 -► V is an embedding.

Finally we use the Whitney trick to ensure that Sq meets f(S2+1) transversely

in just one point, and similarly for Sq and f(Sf+1).    Q.E.D.
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PROPOSITION 2.3. Let q > 3, and let u,v be nice bases of Hq(V), Hq+1(V)

respectively, with v lying over v and v' lying over v.  Then

n

u[ = Vi + Y, ^ijuj °f. I <i <n,

7=1

where Xij = Xji (mod 2) for all i,j.

PROOF. By the exact sequence of [W, p. 555], it is clear that v\ = Vi +

J2XijUj o c. Using Proposition 2.2(i), we can replace v\ by v\ + XuUi o c, and

hence we can assume that Xu = 0 for all i. Now use Proposition 2.2(h) to modify

v'i,V2,---■,"'„_! until

v[ =Vy,

V2 = p2yUy OC + V2,

v'n = PnlUy o C H-h p„„_iU„_i o C + Vn

where

P2i=X2y+Xl2    (mod 2),

Pnj = Xnj + Xjn      (mod2).

Let Vy = el\V - N(vy)], that is, the closed complement in V of a regular neigh-

bourhood of the embedded (g+l)-sphere representing vy. Then V = Vyl)hqUh2q+1,

and 77,(V) = 77,(Vi) © (uy), tt,+i(V) = 7r,+ 1(y!) © (ux oc). Since v'2 E 7r,+ 1(Vi),

we see that p2i =0, and hence A12 = A21 (mod 2). A similar argument shows that

each pXj = 0 and hence A„ = X3% (mod2).    Q.E.D.

3. Seifert matrices. Let V be a (q — l)-connected Seifert surface of the simple

2<?-knot fc, q > 3, with Hq(V) Z-torsion-free.

Let Uy,... ,un be a basis of the group 77, (V), and vy,... ,vn the dual basis of

Hq+y(V) under the Poincare duality pairing; thus

(uj, Uj) = bij,        1 < i < n, 1 < j < n.

Let i± denote the map on the homology induced by pushing a cycle off V in the

±ve direction, and define

L(i+(vi),Uj) =aij,

1 < i < n, 1 < j <n,

L(i-(vi),Uj) = bij,

where L: Hq+y(S2q+2 -V)x Hq(V) ^ Z is the linking pairing.

Note that

bij = (vt,u3) = L(i+(vi) - i_(vt),Uj)

= L(i+(v,),Uj) - L(i-(vi),u3) = ai:i - btj.

So A - B = I.
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If we make a change of basis uf = Pjkuk, v\ = quvt, then it is easily checked that

P' = Q~x and the new matrices are Ai = QAQ~1, Pi = QBQ^1. Of course, P

and Q are unimodular nx n matrices over Z.

Now assume that u and v are nice dual bases of 77,(V) and 77,+1(V). Let

vy,... ,vn be elements of 7r,+i(V) lying over vy,...,vn.

Define matrices C, D over Z/2Z by

Sf(i+(vi), Vj) = c^,        Sf(i_(vi), Vj) = dij,

where

SC: 7rq+1(S2q+2 -V)x nq+1 (V) - Z/2Z

is the homotopy linking pairing. Clearly

S?(i+(vt),V])=SC(Vi,i-.(v]))=Sf(i-(vJ),Vi).

Hence we have c^ = dji.

For i 7^ j,i+(vj) is homotopic to i-(vj) in the complement of Vi, and so

SC(i-(v3),v{) =Sf(i+(vj),Vi).

Thus we have dji = Cji for i ^ j. Therefore C is symmetric, and D = C.

Suppose that v[,... ,v'n is another set lying over vy,...,vn; so that v[ = Vi +

XijUj o c, where A^ = A^. Then

-2"(*'+("«')> v'j) = Sf(i+(vi), Vj)+Sf(i+(XikUk o c), v3) + SC(i+(vi), Xjm o c)

= c^ + XikL(i+(uk),Vj) + XjiL(i+(vi),ui)

= c^ + XikL(uk,i-(vj)) + Xj[L(i+(vi),ui)

= c^ + Xikbjk + Xjiati.

Thus Cy=C + AB' + AA'.
Any unimodular integer matrix Q can be written as a product of elementary

integer matrices: this is proved using the Euclidean algorithm column by column.

What happens if we make such a change of basis in 77,(V)? Say u\ = uy + u2,

uf = Ui for 2 < i < n. Then v'2 = v2 — vy, v[ = Vi for i ^ 2. We claim that

v'y,... ,v'n lies over v'y,...,v'n where v'2 = v2 — vy, i/ = Vi for i ^ 2.

For v'2 can be represented by an embedded (q + l)-sphere, simply by taking the

connected sum of vy and v2 with suitable orientations. A similar statement holds

for u'y. The Whitney trick can then be used to make v'2 and u[ disjoint.

Thus if u'j = PjkUk, v'i = quvi, then v\ = quvt lies over v[. Hence

Sf(i+(Vi),v'j) =Sf(i+(quvl),qjkvk) = quclkqjk

and so Cy = QCQ'.
It follows that any change of basis in 77, (V), represented by a unimodular integer

matrix P = Q'~l, can be realised geometrically by embedded spheres.

PROPOSITION 3.1. Let k,ky be simple Z-torsion-free 2q-knots, q > 3, with

(q — l)-connected Seifert surfaces V,Vy respectively, such that Hq(V), Hq(Vy) are

torsion-free. Let (A,B,C), (Ay,By,Cy) be Seifert matrices arising from V,Vy.

Then k is ambient isotopic to ky if and only if (A, B,C) is related to (Ay,By,Cy)

as above.

PROOF. The "only if" part has already been established. So assume that the

two sets of matrices are related as above. Then by a change of basis in 77,(Vi) and
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Tg-ri(yi) we can assume that Ai = A, By = B, Cy = C. The Seifert linking forms

are therefore isomorphic, and Proposition 1.1 completes the proof.    Q.E.D.

We conclude this section with a realisation result.

PROPOSITION 3.2. Let A, B be n x n integer matrices satisfying A — B = I,

and C a symmetric nx n matrix over Z/2Z. Then for q > 3, there exists a simple

Ti-torsion-free 2q-knot fc with A,B,C as Seifert matrices.

PROOF. It is implicit in the proof of Theorem II.2 of [Ke] that there is a simple

Z-torsion-free 2g-knot fco realising the matrices A, B by means of a (q— l)-connected

Seifert surface V, with 77, (V) Z-torsion-free. Let Co be the Z/2Z matrix associated

with the handle decomposition of this matrix, that is, with the basis u, v, v. By

altering the twisting and homotopy linking of the (q + 1)-handles of V, we can

change Co to C without altering A or B. With this new embedding of V, we

obtain the desired knot fc = dV.    Q.E.D.

4. Ambient surgery. Let fc be a simple, Z-torsion-free 2g-knot 2g-knot, q > 3.

Assume that Vo, Vy are two Seifert surfaces of fc which are each (q — l)-connected

and have no Z-torsion in homology. By results of Levine [Ll] or Farber [F2], there

exists a submanifold W C S2q+2 x I such that if Wt = W n (S2q+2 x t), then

W0 = Vo,Wy=Vy, and dW = V0 U (S2q x I) U Vy. Moreover we can by ambient

surgery ensure that W is (q — l)-connected and that irq(W) is Z-torsion-free.

Take a handle decomposition of (W, Wo) with handles of index q, q+1, q + 2; this

is possible because (W, Wo) is (q — l)-connected and so is (W, Wy), and dimW =

2q + 2 > 8. Let Wo x I be the collar of Wq to which the handles are added;

then77,(IV0 * 7Ug-handles) is free abelian. In these dimensions the standard handle

moves can all be realised geometrically, and so because 77,(IV) is Z-torsion-free we

can arrange that for each (q + l)-handle, either its attaching sphere is part of a

basis for a direct summand of 77, (Wo x 7 U q-handles) or is 0 in 77,(IVo x 7). In the

latter case the core of the (q + l)-handle yields a basis element for 77,+i(IV).

Let TV be a regular neighourhood of (S2q+2 x 0) U W, and take a handle de-

composition of S2q+2 x I based on TV. Now S2q+2 x I - W is (q - l)-connected,

and hence so is the pair (S2q+2 x I,W). Thus we can arrange that the handle

decomposition involves only handles of index q, q + 1, q + 2, and q + 3.

Each handle of (IV, IV0 x 7) yields a handle of (TV, S2q+2 x /'), where S2q+2 x I'

is a collar neighbourhood of S2q+2 x 0. Denote the r-handles of TV by hr, and

of (S2q+2 x I, TV) by 77r. We have say h\,..., hqm, Hf,..., Hq. These must be

cancelled (as a set) by the (q + l)-handles, and so if we add trivial (q + l,q + 2)-

pairs of handles, we can move the new (<7-|-l)-handies (all 779+1's) over the existing

(q + l)-handles to obtain a set Hq+1,..., Hq+l which cancels the g-handles. Of

course, r > m + n. From the attaching spheres we obtain an r x (m + n) matrix of

integers U, with one column for each g-handle and one row for each 77*+1

h" H"

U=( | )}//' + >.

Moving one (q + l)-handle over another adds one row to another, and similarly

for g-handles and columns. Of course, we cannot move an hq over an 77*, but

otherwise there are no restrictions. Because all the g-handles are cancelled, the hcf
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of the last column of U is 1. Repeated application of the Euclidean algorithm to

the final column enables us, by moving the Hq+1 over each other, to put U in the

form (^ °) where R is an (r - 1) x (m + n - 1) matrix. Repeatedly moving Hq

around puts U in for the form (^ °). Now we can cancel 77* and Hq+1, replacing

U by the smaller matrix R.

Continue in this way until all the 77* have been cancelled. Repeat the perfor-

mance to obtain a matrix

(TT)}-
Now we can "cancel" hqm and H?**; what this gives us is a critical level decom-

position involving a g-handle added to a neighbourhood of Wo, in other words an

ambient surgery of index q performed on Vb = Wo-

Repeat until all the h\ have been "cancelled" in this way.

Using the dual handle decomposition of (W, W), we can repeat the procedure

above. Once this has been done, we are left with a manifold (which by abuse of

notation we still call W) having handles only of index q+1. Moreover, if TV is a

regular neighbourhood of (S2q+2 x 0) U W, then there is a handle decomposition of

S2q+2 x I based on TV which has handles only of index q + 1, q + 2.

The attaching spheres of the (q + 2)-handles yield a square integer matrix U as

above

U=( | )}h" + \

Of course, U is unimodular, and so may be written as a product of elementary

matrices. The argument above goes through to show that W is the trace of ambient

surgeries of index q + 1.

5. The effect of ambient surgery. In this section we consider the effect of

ambient surgery, of index q, q+1, and q + 2, on a (q- l)-connected Seifert surface

V of the Z-torsion-free simple 2<?-knot fc, where q > 3 and 77,(V) is torsion-free.

(i) INDEX q. Since V is (q— l)-connected, the attaching sphere is null-homotopic,

and so we have a new basis element un+i of Hq(U), where U is the new Seifert

surface. Thus Hq(U) = 77,(V) © (un+y). The belt sphere of the surgery supplies

a new vn+y, so that vy,...,vn+y is dual to Mi,... ,un+i. Indeed, the belt sphere

supplies vn+y E Trq+y(U) which lies over vn+y. Depending on which side of V the

surgery is performed, A is replaced by

fA    a\ fA    a\
[o   l)      [o   o)
+ve side —ve side

where a is a column vector of integers.

The matrix B is therefore replaced by

fB    a\ fB     a \
\0    O) \0    -I)'

+ve side —ve side
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The matrix C is replaced by ( 0  []) in either case.

(ii) INDEX q+1. There are two possibilities, since Hq(U) must be Z-torsion-free.

Either the attaching sphere of the surgery represents 0 in 77, (V), or else it represents

a primitive element, i.e., one that forms part of a basis of 77,(V). These two

possibilities are in fact dual to each other, for in the former case Hr(U) = 77,.(V)ffiZ

for r = q, q + 1, and in the latter case 77r(V) = Hr(U) ffi Z for r = q,q + 1.

Thus we need only investigate the former case, for the latter will induce the

inverse effect on A, B, and C Let un+y be the basis element of 77, (U) represented

by the belt sphere of the surgery, and vn+y be the element of irq+y(U) represented

by Bq+1 x * C Bq+1 x dBq+1 together with a null-homotopy of dBq+1 x *. We

can assume that this null-homotopy misses vy,..., vn, for V — UiLi v* 's (a ~ 1)"

connected (the fibre of the sphere bundle over v% associated with the normal bundle

is null-homotopic, using m) and

ttJ V - (J vA S HqlV - Q ̂  j 2 77,(V).

Thus we can choose a null-homotopy in V — U"=i "*• Since q > 3 and U — U"=i v*

(q — l)-connected, vn+y may be homotoped to an embedding, and indeed we now

have vy,..., vn+1 lying over vy,.. .,vn+y, a basis for Hq+y(U).

The effect on A is

\a    OJ \a    l)
+ve side —ve side

where a is a row vector of integers.

The matrix B is therefore replaced by

(B     0\ fB    0\
\a    -l) \a    0)

+ve side —ve side

The matrix C is replaced by (c„ 0 ) where j3 is a row vector with entries in Z/2Z,

and 7 E Z/2Z.

(iii) INDEX q + 2. This is the inverse of a surgery of index q, and so the effect

on the matrices is the inverse of (i).

REMARK. In (ii) we could choose 7 to be 0, or 1. For replace the element vn+y

by v'n+1 = vn+1 + un+y o c. This can be represented by an embedded sphere, and

the effect on C is to replace 7 by 7 + 1 (mod 2).

PROPOSITION 5.1. For q > 3, each of the above algebraic operations on A, B,

C, may be realised geometrically by an ambient surgery on V.

PROOF, (i) INDEX q. Suppose we have to realise the matrices

fA    a\ fB    a\ fC    0\
\0    lj'        \0    0)'        \o    oj"

Fatten V to a tubular neighbourhood V x 7, and embed a sphere Sq in S2q+2 -

V X 7 so that its linking number with Uj is ai (1 < i < n). Because the codimension

is at least 3, Sq is unknotted in S2q+2 and so has trivial normal bundle Sq x Bq+2.
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Take the boundary connected sum of V x 7 and Sq x Bq+2, using the positive side

of V x 7. This is the trace of the ambient surgery.

(ii) INDEX q+1. Suppose that we have to realise the matrices

(A   0\ fB     0 \ fC   P'\
\a    0J' \a    -lj' \p    7/1'

Once again, fatten V to V x 7, and embed a sphere Sq+1 in S2q+2 — V x 7 so

that it has linking number a, with u, (1 < i < n), and homotopy linking Pi with

Vi (1 < i < n). Note that there is no difficulty about obtaining an embedding: we

just use Theorem 8.1 of [H]. Take a regular neighourhood Sq+1 x Bq+1 of Sq+1,

and then take the boundary connected sum of this with V x 7, attaching it on the

positive side. The new basis elements are realised by Sq+1 x point and point x Sq,

both contained in Sq+1 x dBq+1, and clearly we realise the desired matrices, except

possibly for 7. But by the remark above, if we can realise 7 +1, then we can realise

7-
Of course, similar arguments hold in the case of the negative side of V. To realise

the dual case of index q+1, we realise the reduced matrices by a new knot and

Seifert surface Vy, using Proposition 3.2, perform ambient surgery on Vi to realise

the original matrices, and then appeal to Proposition 3.1 to show that the new

Seifert surface is ambient isotopic to V. Hence we have an ambient surgery which

realises the algebraic move. A similar argument applies to index q + 2, which is

dual to index q.

6. Presentation of the P-form. Recall that uy,... ,un is a basis of 77, (V)

and vy,... ,vn the dual basis of 77,+i (V). Let vy,... ,vn be elements of 7r,+i (V)

lying over vy,...,vn. Then S2q+2 — V is (q — l)-connected, and we can choose

bases ay,..., an oi Hq(S2q+2 -V) and py,..., pn oi Hq+1(S2q+2 - V) as follows.

The bases Uy,...,un and vy,...,vn are represented by spheres Sf,...,Sq and

Sq+1,.. ■, S£+1 embedded in V, such that Sq meets Sq+1 transversely in tY, points,

and otherwise these spheres are disjoint. Each sphere is unknotted in S2q+2, having

codimension at least q+1 > 3, and so has trivial normal bundle. Let ai be

represented by the boundary of a fibre of the bundle over Sq+ , and pi by the

boundary of a fibre of the bundle over Sq. Let ^ E irq+y(S2q+2 - V) lie over Pi,

and note that these elements can be chosen so that

L(Pi,Uj) = dij = L(vi,aj),

1 < i,j < n.

SC(ll,v]) = 0,

Let i+(vi) = hijPj; then

ai:i = L(i+(vi),Uj) = L(hikPk,Uj) = hikL(pk,Uj) = hik6kj = hij.

Thus i+(v%) = aZjPj, and similarly i-(vt) = hjPj.

We can write i+(vi) = a^j + eijaj o c, and using the fact that (ak o c, Vj) =

L(ak,Vj) = 6kj (mod2), we see that

c^ = SC(i+(vi), Vj) = SC(alk~fk + eikak o c, v3)

= aikSC(ik, Vj) + eikSC(ak o 0, v3) = eikSkj = eij.
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Thus i+(vi) = aij^j + CijOj o c, and similarly i-(vi) = 6^7,- + CijOij o c.

By standard arguments, tA — B is a presentation matrix for Hq+y(K) as a A-

module; that is,

77,+ 1(7V) a (di,. ..,/?„: (toy - bij)pj, l<i< n).

Let i-(ui) = fijCtj; then

Oi, = L(i+(vi),Uj) = L(vi,i-(uj)) = L(vi,fjkak)

= fjkL(vi, ak) = fjkkk = fji

so that i-(ui) = ctjiaj. And similarly i+(ui) = bjiOj. Thus 77,(7V) is presented

as a A-module by tB' — A'. Allowing ai,Pj to represent their images in 77,(7V),

77,_|_i(TV), respectively, the Blanchfield pairing is given (up to sign) by the formula

(pl,aj) = (t-l)(tA-B)-1    (modA).

There is a map of T-modules

(ai oc,...,Q„oc,7i,...,7„:

(ti+(ui) -i-(ui)) oc,ti+(vi) -i-(vi), l<i<n) ->n,+i(TV),

that is,

(ai oc,...,an oc,7i,...,7„:

(tbji - a3l)aj o c, (taij - b%])^j + (t- l)cijOtj o c) -» n,+i(TV).

Denoting this presentation T-module by TV, and the r-module

(qi o c, ..., an o c: (tftji - aji)aj or, 1 < i < n)

by AT, and the T-module

(Py,...,Pn: (taij ~ b,j)Pj, l<i<n)

by P, we see that there is a commutative diagram

M       — N — P

I I I
^(TV)    -    n,+1(7V)    -»    ^+1(TV)

of T-modules, both rows being short exact sequences.

The first and third vertical arrows are isomorphisms, and so by the five-lemma

is the middle one. Hence we have a presentation for n,+i(TV) as a r-module. As

in [K] the hermitian pairing is given by

[ltll] = (t- l)[(tA - B)-l(rlC - C)(B' - rlA')]l3.

7. Seifert matrices and P-forms. Let A, B, C be the Seifert matrices of a

simple Z-torsion-free 2<?-knot fc, q > 3, arising from a choice of basis u of T7,(V)

where V is a (q - l)-connected Seifert surface of fc, with 77,(V) torsion free. Of

course, we also have in mind a choice of v E 7r,+j(V) lying over v, the dual

basis of u. In §3 we investigated the way in which A,B,C change when u and v

are changed, and in §5 the way an ambient surgery on V affects them. Call the

equivalence relation generated by these changes F-equivalence.
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THEOREM 7.1. Let A, B be n x n integer matrices satisfying A — B = I, and

C a symmetric nx n matrix over Z/2Z; and let Ay, By, Cy be another such set of

mxm matrices. Then (A, B, C) is F-equivalent to (Ay,By,Cy) if and only if they

present isomorphic F-forms.

PROOF. Choose an integer q > 4, and by Proposition 3.1 realise A,P,C as

Seifert matrices of a simple Z-torsion-free 2<?-knot fc, and Ai,73i,Ci as Seifert

matrices of a similar knot fci. Then if the P-forms of fc and fci are isomorphic, by

Corollary 11.3 of [K], fc and fci are ambient isotopic. Hence the Seifert surfaces,

V and Vi say, are related by a sequence of ambient surgeries and so (A, B, C)

is P-equivalent to (Ai,Pi,Ci). Conversely, if the matrices are P-equivalent we

can realise the algebraic moves by ambient surgeries; hence fc and fci are ambient

isotopic and so the P-forms are isometric.    Q.E.D.

The P-form of a simple Z-torsion-free 2g-knot is defined in [K3] for q > 4. We

are in a position to extend this to the case q = 3.

THEOREM 7.2. Every simple Z-torsion-free 2q-knot, q > 3, gives rise to an

F-form which is an invariant of the knot.

PROOF. The case q > 3 is dealt with in [K]. For 0 = 3, the Whitehead exact

sequence

277,(7V) -» 77,(TV) - tt,+1(7V) -» 77,+1(7V)

holds, and so we have the necessary modules and sequences. (Recall that TV —► TV

is the infinite-cyclic cover of the exterior TV of the knot fc.)

In [K, §1], the pairing { , } is well defined except for the choice of a. If we

take a = AA as in [K, Corollary 1.3], then this is a canonical choice, being a knot

invariant, and so we obtain a homotopy linking which is well defined for q = 3.

Alternatively, we could define the P-form by means of the presentation in terms

of A, B, C, and use Theorem 7.1.    Q.E.D.

An axiomatic description of P-forms is given in [K3], together with a realisation

theorem for q > 4. Again, we extend that result to the case q = 3.

THEOREM 7.3. Every F-form can be realised by a simple Z-torsion-free 2q-

knot, q > 3.

PROOF. For q > 3, the P-form can be realised by a simple Z-torsion-free 2q-

knot. From this we obtain Seifert matrices A, P, C which present the P-form. And

Proposition 3.2 yields a simple Z-torsion-free 6-knot with these as Seifert matrices,

hence with P-form isometric to the given one.    Q.E.D.

Finally we show that P-form is a complete invariant of the knot when q > 3.

THEOREM 7.4. Two simple Z-torsion-free 2q-knots, q > 3, with isometric F-

forms, are ambient isotopic.

PROOF. By [K, Theorem 11.1] the result is true for q > 4. For q = 3, let

(A, P, C), (Ai, Pi, Ci) be Seifert matrices arising from Seifert surfaces V, Vi of the

knots fc,fci. Since the P-forms are isometric, the Seifert matrices are P-equivalent

by Theorem 7.1. The algebraic moves on the matrices can be realised geometrically,

by Proposition 5.1, and so fc and fci are isotopic by Proposition 3.1.    Q.E.D.
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